


Me and my bike on the road, the sky above us,  Me and my bike on the road, the sky above us,  

and a head full of thoughts . . . and a head full of thoughts . . . 

Out and About
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Tricky Questions!

What would you do if you found a wallet full of money?

You’re home alone with a fridge full of delicious food for a family dinner the 

next night. You’re hungry. What do you do?

If you found two tickets for a concert, who would you bring with you?



If you could choose the number of your siblings, how many would you have?

You saw your best friend breaking the rules, but everybody blamed someone 

else. What would you do?

What is your dream job?



Car or train?

Chicken or fish?

Sea or mountain?

Boat or plane?

Snow or sunshine?

Fog or rain?

Ice cream or frozen yogurt?

Bike or skateboard?

Gray or brown?

Stripes or plaid?

Dots or flowers?

Sun or shadow?

Autumn or spring?

Which Would You Pick?



Last year or next year?

Dog or cat?

Movie or TV?

Ski or snowboard?

Volleyball or basketball?

Swimming pool or ocean?

Summer or winter holidays?

Heat or cold?

Stairs or elevator?

Math or English?

Coke or Pepsi?

Beef or broccoli?

Vanilla or chocolate?



Some Secrets Are Supersecret!Some Secrets Are Supersecret!

Write them on the opposite page, then attach a piece of paper over it using 

masking tape.

If you want you can also draw a key on top, as if it were a real safety box. Copy 

or cut the one you like among the ones below . . . or create your own key!



Your secrets are now safe. You can decide when and with whom you Your secrets are now safe. You can decide when and with whom you 

want to share them.want to share them.

Top Secret



The world needs more good news.  

Think of something inspiring you  

could tell a stranger. If you were  

to put that message in a bottle  

and throw it into the sea, what  

would you write?
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